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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, November 18, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWZ4 578^4 S -5^0 5172 15540 -2554 Basis (Z): +140 +145 +220/+267 +425/+500 

MWH5 586^6 S -4^6 4826 31287 +225 Info:  cars bid cars/train cars/cars 

MWK5 595^2 S -4^4 256 7182 -29 Change: no comp no comp dn 10/up 17 unch/unch 

MWN5 603^2 S -4^2 388 5486 +80 Mpls Truck: -75  +25 +50 

MWU5 611^6 S -4^2 244 3714 -4 Portland (Z) Nov Dec Jan (H) Feb (H) 

MWZ5 625^6 S -3^6 89 2937 -5 14%proBasis  +340/+380 +340/+380 +330/+375 +330/+375 

Totals:   10,978 66,671 -2287  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 2,529 Options: 5 

Receipts on the Floor:   
175 cars and 5 trains 

Implied option vols: 
H&K: 20.5% N: 21% 

Spring wheat basis was mixed in the spot market and steady in the 
PNW.  High basis levels have held despite the break in freight 
prices. Cash remains bid above DVE.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets were lower across the board with soymeal, soybeans, and corn leading the declines. 
Meal basis is backing off and corn came under pressure after rumors circulated of a cargo of French 
wheat being sold into the SE US. Wheat drifted lower but without much enthusiasm.  
 
In spring wheat trade, calendar spreads were a touch weaker with Z/H trading in heavy volume in a  
tight range of -8 ½ to -8. H/K and K/N are enjoying the same range and in so doing appear undervalued 
given they are 2-month spreads rather than 3-month spreads. N/U and U/Z offer larger carries still as 
some scale down flour pricing supported MWZ5. N/U traded -8 ¾ and U/Z backed off to a low of -14 ¼. 
Short hedges should be rolled out to Z5. Spring wheat basis in both the US and Canada is well above 
year ago levels and is trading above DVE in the spot market. Deliveries against MWZ appear unlikely at 
this time. MH-WH was weaker with what looked like technical fund selling adding to intermarket shorts. 
MH/WH closed down two cents to 35 ½. We note that MH-WH is into value and approaching last year’s 
seasonal low trade of 25 despite much more supportive fundamentals this year including significantly 
higher pace of export shipments in both the US and Canada than a year ago and sharply lower 
Canadian production. However, SRW shorts are better placed farther out in the curve given cash 
premiums. With the VSR calculation reverting storage rates back to 5 cents/mo, full storage is 9.9 cents 
on Chicago H/K. WH/WK today traded down to -7 ¼ early but then firmed up from there. There just isn’t 
a lot of room for bearspreaders here. It’s incredibly cheap given the fact that the Z/H is trading 1-2 
carry. SRW cash was rumored to have traded 55 over WH in Ohio for J/F/M. The entire SRW curve 
actually out to Z5 actually offers a decent carry given the change to 5 cents/mo. Commercial traders 
remain concerned over new crop SRW acres and the poor establishment of the Russian winter wheat 
crop remains a supportive backdrop for new crop. Given that Z/H traded an inverse, it will be extremely 
bullish SRW calendar spreads if we don’t see heavy deliveries against WZ. KC spreads seem to be 
stabilizing with the exception of the K/N which continues to grind lower everyday. Still, even this action 
should slow now that it is into a carry. The whole strip is starting to look cheap given cash premiums, 
historically low delivery stocks, and a rather large gross fund short position. It’s getting hard to be 
bearish wheat given firm cash markets in HRW, SRW, and DNS simultaneously. Still, it’s the managed 
money order flow that drives flat price. We’ll work the basis out with the spreads. –Austin Damiani 


